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Jenny Pinto is a studio handmade papermaker in India, based in 
Bangalore. Her studio in Bellandur is one of Bangalore’s first green 
buildings. 

Jenny was an ad film director in Bombay for 20 years before she 
decided to move to Bangalore to explore hand craft. Handmade 
paper was what she chose to pursue after a chance meeting 
with a papermaker and she hasn’t looked back since. She worked 
with a papermaker in the US and returned to set up her studio in 
1998, from where she has been exploring various fibres and the 
nuances of paper for the purpose of  lighting.

“The magic of Paper and Light lies in the eloquence of shadows”

Her designs are really about how shadow plays with light. 
Textured and sculpted for drama, whether the light is on or not, 
her lights add a lot of warmth and depth to a space. Inspired 
by natural and urban landscape, the designs are artisanal, 
contemporary, subtle yet dramatic and green.
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Paper can be made from the fibres of most plants but some plants 
have the properties to  make very strong and durable paper. After 
all, well preserved manuscripts, paintings and books have lasted 
centuries.

While most handmade paper in India is made from the fibres of 
cotton hosiery, jute and bagasse (sugarcane waste) , the paper in 
Jenny’s studio is made from banana fibre and lokta (mulberry family) 
because they are very strong. However, strong fibres require a 
different process and take a  longer time to make. 

The paper making process used is the traditional one, using no harsh 
chemicals, hand-lifting the sheets and drying it naturally which gives 
the paper extra strength. Jenny has developed a unique process to 
make really translucent  paper that is ideal for lighting. Each sheet 
takes about  four days to make and the resulting paper is strong 
enough to texture and sculpt. Since the entire process is in-house, 
her studio has probably done with paper what no one else in the 
country has.
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Checks Banana 
fibre paper

Stripes, vertical
Banana fibre paper

Stripes, horizontal
Banana fibre paper

Shibori Lokta 
fibre paper

Banana fibre paper Lokta fibre paper

(BP) (LP) (CH) (SV) (SH) (SB)

Material swatches & codes

Variations in colour and texture are intrinsic to our paper and lights because they are handcrafted and part of the aesthetics
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Crushed
Banana fibre paper

Crushed
Lokta fibre paper

Sculpted Crush
Banana fibre paper

Sculpted Wire
Banana fibre paper

Stone finish
Banana fibre paper

Banana Bark Woven, neutrals
Banana & Lokta paper

(WN)(CB) (CL) (SC) (SW) (ST) (BB)

Material swatches & codes
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HOW TO ORDER

Not inclusive of LED

Tube Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques.

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Banana Bark
(BB)

Loom woven
(WN)

Sizes

JPSP0201JPSP0321CB

WN
CL JPSP0250

JPSP0322
JPSP0043
JPSP0196

Recommended
LED 9-13 W

Warm white

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape 

- skylines, building blocks, geometric shapes and 
architectural elements. The designs are minimalist in 

nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

25.5 cm D
23 cm H

15.5 cm D
30.5 cm H

JPSP0710

15.5 cm D
46 cm H

Each product has a unique 
code. The following

example shows how to order 
the product you need

Use the swatches to choose 
the material.

Use the drawings to select
 the size

Choose the codes from the list 
and place the order.

For example, to order Tube 
pendant lamp (loom woven) in 
25.5 CM X 23CM size, the code 

would be JPSP0710.
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PENDANT LIGHTS
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Canopy Chandelier
Handcrafted with sculpted banana fibre paper & copper wire

Inspired by the Forest
This collection draws from the forest as it goes through various 

seasons.  The textures change from soft and gentle to rugged and 
dramatic, these designs are sculptural and organic. Can be customized upto 15 arms

Sizes

Recommended
LED 4 - 5 W

Warm white

Sculpted 
Wire
(SW)

Dry Flower 
Shade Option

(DF)

JPSP0553JPSP0555 JPSP0557SW

JPSP0554JPSP0556 JPSP0558DF

Not inclusive of LED

Order code

61 cm D
107 cm H

3 arms 5 arms
91.5 cm D
122 cm H

8 arms
122 cm D

152.5 cm H

Coco Flower 
Shade Option 

(CF)
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Oyster Mushroom Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

JPSP0028CB

CL JPSP0278

JPSP0125

JPSP0120

JPSP0280

JPSP0279

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Recommended
LED 4 - 5 W

Warm white  4 Nos each

Inspired by the mushroom
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes. Not inclusive of LED

Order code

Sizes

91.5 cm D
18 cm H

122 cm D
20.5 cm H

152.5 cm D
23 cm H
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Calla Lily Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Sizes

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

JPSP0281CB
CL JPSP0015

Recommended
LED 4 - 13 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the lily
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

46 cm D
51 cm H
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Coco Flower Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with sculpted fibre paper & copper wires

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Sizes

JPSP0268SW JPSP0559

Recommended
LED 4 - 13 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the coconut flower
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

25.5 cm D
25.5 cm H

35.5 cm D
35.5 cm H
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Passion Flower Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with sculpted banana fibre paper & copper wires

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Sizes

JPSP0030 JPSP0029JPSP0121SW

Recommended
LED 13 W Milky white 

Nos depend on designNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the passion flower
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

76.5 cm D
30.5 cm H

91.5 cm D
30.5 cm H

61 cm D
30.5 cm H
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Double Passion Flower Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper & copper

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Sizes

JPSP0255JPSP0256SW

Recommended
LED 13 W Milky white

Nos depend on designNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the passion flower
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

61 cm D
30.5 cm H

76.5 cm D
30.5 cm H
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Cloud Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper & copper wires

Sculpted wire banana 
fibre paper (SW)

Sizes

JPSP0294 JPSP0705 JPSP0295SW

Recommended
LED 4 - 5 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the clouds
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

38 cm D
33 cm H

46 cm D
30 cm H

56 cm D
48.5 cm H
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Tower Shibori Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper & copper wires

Shibori 
(SB)

Sizes

Recommended
LED 4 - 5 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

JPSP0816SB JPSP0817 JPSP0818 JPSP0819
Blue star Magenta

diamond
Orange 

diamond
Blue line

Dori explores the nuances of textile techniques in paper. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of ‘mottainai’ (no waste) and art of ‘shibori’ 

(tie and dye), the shades are either woven from leftover paper scraps 
on a handloom or clamp and tie-dyed to create patterns.

Order code

33 cm D
23 cm H

Blue star Magenta 
Diamond

Orange 
Diamond

Blue Line
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Sea Urchins - Saucer Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Natural fibre paper
(BP)

Sizes

BP JPSP0330JPSP0703JPSP0331

Recommended
LED 4-11 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Sea
This collection is inspired by the elements and creatures of the sea. 

From fluid forms to unique shapes, the sea is full of surprises. 

Order code

61 cm D
25.5 cm H

46 cm D
20.5 cm H

38 cm D
18 cm H
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Sea Urchins - Round Pendant lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Natural fibre paper
(BP)

Sizes

JPSP0328JPSP0585BP JPSP0586

Recommended
LED 4-11 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Sea
This collection is inspired by the elements and creatures of the sea. 

From fluid forms to unique shapes, the sea is full of surprises. 

Order code

53.5 cm D
28 cm H

38 cm D
23 cm H

46 cm D
25 cm H
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Origami Mushroom
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Sizes

Natural fibre paper
(BP)

JPSP0334BP

Recommended
LED 4-5 W 4nos

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

74 cm D
16 cm H
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Shadow Play - Lotus Pendant Lamp
Paper cut Layers with natural fibre paper

Table version also available

Sizes

Banana fibre, 
Lokta Paper(BP/ LP)

JPSP0269BP

Recommended
LED 4 - 7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Shadow Puppets
Inspired by the whimsy and art of traditional shadow puppetry native 
to South India and Indonesia, Shadow Play is a dance of light, shade 

and fine cutwork in our lokta and banana fibre paper.

Order code

30 cm D
21.5 cm H
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Shadow Play - Elephant Pendant lamp
Paper cut Layers with natural fibre paper

Table version also available

Sizes

Banana fibre, 
Lokta Paper(BP/ LP)

JPSP0403BP

Recommended
LED 4 - 7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Shadow Puppets
Inspired by the whimsy and art of traditional shadow puppetry native 
to South India and Indonesia, Shadow Play is a dance of light, shade 

and fine cutwork in our lokta and banana fibre paper.

Order code

30 cm D
30 cm H
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Shadow Play - Parrot Pendant Lamp
Paper cut Layers with natural fibre paper

Table version also available

Sizes

Banana fibre, 
Lokta Paper(BP/ LP)

JPSP0429BP

Recommended
LED 4 - 7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Shadow Puppets
Inspired by the whimsy and art of traditional shadow puppetry 

native to South India and Indonesia, Shadow Play is a dance of light, 
shade and fine cutwork in our lokta and banana fibre paper.

Order code

25.5 cm L
14 cm B

35.5 cm H
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Flight of Birds - Single Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Crushed
(CB)

Wire lengths, quantity and ceiling canopy can be
customized to required sizes.

Sizes

CB JPSP0289 JPSP0288

Recommended
LED g4 lamp 2W

Warm whiteInclusive of LED

Inspired by the birds
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

23 cm L
13 cm W
10 cm H

28 cm L
15.5 cm W

13 cm H
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Flight of Birds - Cluster Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Crushed
(CB)

Wire lengths, quantity and ceiling wooden panel can be
customized to required sizes.

Recommended
LED g4 lamp 2W

Warm whiteInclusive of LED

Sizes

Cluster of 5

CB JPSP0566 JPSP0567 JPSP0568 JPSP0569 JPSP0570Inspired by the birds
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

30.5 cm D
91.5 cm H

Cluster of 7

38 cm D
107 cm H

Cluster of 9

38 cm D
122 cm H

Cluster of 12

61 cm D
122 cm H

Cluster of 15

76 cm D
137 cm H
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Drum Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Banana Bark
(BB)

Loom Woven
(WN)

Sizes

Heights can be customized

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

JPSP0020

JPSP0298

JPSP0290 JPSP0291

JPSP0299

JPSP0156

JPSP0300

CB

BB
WN JPSP0292 JPSP0025 JPSP0138 JPSP0293

Recommended
LED 4-13 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

46 cm D
20 cm H

51 cm D
20 cm H

61 cm D
25 cm H

76 cm D
29 cm H

JPSP0713 JPSP0679 JPSP0714 JPSP0715CL

Crushed Lokta
(CL)

JPSP0803

Crushed Banana
(CB)
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Metro Pendant Lamp

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Loom Woven
(WN)

JPSP0140

JPSP0139

JPSP0033

JPSP0034

CB

WN
CL JPSP0583 JPSP0200

Recommended
4ft 20 W
T5 fittingNot inclusive of LED

Sizes

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

122 cm L
15.5 cm W
15.5 cm H

153 cm L
20.5 cm W
20.5 cm H
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Drum - Shibori Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Shibori
Magenta (M)

Sizes

Heights can be customized

Shibori
Orange (O)

Shibori
Green (G)

Shibori
Blue (B)

O - JPSP0576

B - JPSP0572Diamond

Linear
B - JPSP0571
 B - JPSP0573

Star O - JPSP0574

O - JPSP0575

M - JPSP0582
M - JPSP0580
M - JPSP0581

G - JPSP0579

G - JPSP0577
G - JPSP0578

Recommended
LED 4-13 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Dori explores the nuances of textile techniques in paper. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of ‘mottainai’ (no waste) and art of ‘shibori’ 

(tie and dye), the shades are either woven from leftover paper scraps 
on a handloom or clamp and tie-dyed to create patterns.

Order code

46 cm D
20 cm H

51 cm D
20 cm H

61 cm D
25 cm H
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Helix Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Sizes

Table and floor version 
also available

JPSP0304 JPSP0305CB

CL JPSP0026 JPSP0308

Recommended
3-4ft 15-20W

T5 fittingInclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

23 cm L
23 cm W
122 cm H

23 cm L
23 cm W

152.5 cm H
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Cube Pendant Lamp

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Loom Woven
(WN)

Sizes

JPSP0193

JPSP0317
JPSP0312

JPSP0314

JPSP0316
JPSP0311

CB

WN
CL

Recommended
LED 7-20 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

30.5 cm L
30.5 cm W
30.5 cm H

15.5 cm L
15.5 cm W
25.5 cm H
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Meander Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper 

JPSP0820SW

Sculpted Wire Banana 
fibre paper 

(SW)

Sizes

Each piece of light is unique and the shape may vary.
Recommended

LED 4-13 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

46 cm D
46 cm H
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Not inclusive of LED

Tube Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques.

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Banana Bark
(BB)

Loom woven
(WN)

Sizes

JPSP0201JPSP0321CB

WN
CL JPSP0250

JPSP0322

JPSP0043

JPSP0196
Recommended

LED 9-13 W
Warm white

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

25.5 cm D
23 cm H

15.5 cm D
30.5 cm H

JPSP0710

15.5 cm D
46 cm H
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City Birds - Single Pendant Lamp

Lokta Fibre Paper
(LP)

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the birds and ceiling canopy 
can be customized to required sizes.

Sizes

LP JPSP0400JPSP0401

Recommended
LED G4 lamp 2W

Warm whiteInclusive of LED

Inspired by the birds
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

32 cm L
30.5 cm W
9.5 cm H

38 cm L
38 cm W
12.5 cm H
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City Birds - Cluster Pendant Lamp

Lokta Fibre Paper
(LP)

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the birds and ceiling wooden 
panel can be customized to required sizes.

Sizes

LP JPSP0561 JPSP0562 JPSP0563 JPSP0564 JPSP0565

Recommended
LED g4 lamp 2W

Nos based on the designInclusive of LED

Inspired by the birds
An arresting rendition of birds captured in a penta-cluster of 

hanging canopy lamps, made from handcrafted lokta fibre paper 
and perforated brass, suspended from a wooden panel. To lend a 
contemporary design mood to residences and corporate spaces.

Order code

38 cm L
38 cm W
91.5 cm H

38 cm L
38 cm W
107 cm H

38 cm L
38 cm W
122 cm H

61 cm L
61 cm W
122 cm H

89 cm L
46 cm W
122 cm H

Cluster of 5 Cluster of 7 Cluster of 9 Cluster of 12 Cluster of 15
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Dandelion - Single Pendant Lamp

Crushed Banana Fibre 
Paper

(CB)

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the dandelions and ceiling canopy can 
be customized to required sizes.

CB JPSP0788JPSP0789JPSP0790

Sizes

1.6-2.3W LED module
12V 1.5-2.5W driverInclusive of LED

Inspired by the dandelions
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

42 cm D
48 cm H

33 cm D
34.5 cm H

18 cm D
23.5 cm H
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Dandelions - Cluster Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the dandelions and ceiling wooden 
panel can be customized to required sizes.

CB JPSP0886 JPSP0887 JPSP0888 JPSP0889 JPSP0890

Sizes

1.6-2.3W LED module
12V 1.5-2.5W driver

Nos based on designInclusive of LED

Inspired by the dandelions
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

Crushed Banana 
Fibre Paper (CB)

61 cm L
30 cm W
91 cm H

61 cm L
30 cm W
122 cm H

76 cm L
46 cm W
137 cm H

76 cm L
46 cm W
168 cm H

92 cm L
46 cm W
168 cm H

Cluster of 5 Cluster of 7 Cluster of 9 Cluster of 12 Cluster of 15
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Dandelion Glowing Core Pendant Lamp

FRP and paper pulp

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the dandelions and ceiling canopy can be 
customized to required sizes.

FRP JPSP0784

Sizes

Recommended
LED E27 bulb 15W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the core of the dandelion
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

25.5 cm D
25.5 cm H
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Lumina  Pendant Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the elements and ceiling wooden 
panel can be customized to required sizes.

CB JPSP1332 JPSP1333 JPSP1334 JPSP1335

Sizes

5W LED module
12V 1.5-2.5W driver

Nos based on designInclusive of LED

Inspired by Nature
With inspiration from the ephemeral forms in nature, we have created 

Lumina- a drop-down chandelier we handcrafted from banana fibre 
paper and ideal for all residences and corporate spaces.

Order code

 Banana 
Fibre Paper (CB)

340 mm L
340 mm W
500 mm H

600 mm L
600 mm W
1300 mm H

600 mm L
600 mm W
800 mm H

1000 mm L
1000 mm W
1200 mm H
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Lumina  Pendant Lamp

FRP and paper pulp

Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Wire lengths, quantity of the elements and ceiling wooden panel 
can be customized to required sizes.

CB

Sizes

4W-5W LED module
12V 1.5-2.5W driver

Nos based on designNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Nature
With inspiration from the ephemeral forms in nature, we have created 

Lumina- a drop-down chandelier we handcrafted from banana fibre 
paper and ideal for all residences and corporate spaces.

Order code

600 mm L
600 mm W
800 mm H

600 mm L
600 mm W
1301 mm H

800
600

4- 5 watt LED strip

13
01

600

4- 5 watt LED strip

1000 mm L
1000 mm W
1201 mm H

1000

12
01

4- 5 watt LED strip

JPSP1335JPSP1333JPSP1334
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Vineyard Bloom Pendant Lamp
Banana fiber paper with pine wood teak finish.

CB JPSP1011

Sizes

5W LED module
12V 1.5-2.5W driver

Nos based on design
Inclusive of LED

Inspired by Nature
Inspired by wild flowers this handmade paper light finds a

 new expression in the colour of the year “vineyard”. Order code

 Banana 
Fibre Paper (CB)

560 mm L
560 mm W
500 mm H
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Hanging Clover Bloom Lamp

Sizes

Crushed Lokta paper
(CL)

Handcrafted with natural fibre paper with a wooden panel.

CL JPSP1351

Can be customized to required sizes. Recommended
G 4Inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

150 cm L
91 cm W
46 cm H
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CEILING LIGHTS
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Waves Ceiling lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, copper wires with a wooden frame

Can be customized to required sizes.

Crushed Banana/ 
Lokta paper

(CB/ CL)

Can be customised for wall as well

Sizes

JPSP0136CB

CL JPSP0327

Recommended
10 W 4 nos

T5 fittingInclusive of LED Tubelight

Inspired by the waves
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

122 cm L
56 cm W
20.5 cm H
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Out-of-box Ceiling Lamp

Sizes

Crushed banana/
lokta paper

(CB/ CL)

Handcrafted with natural fibre paper with a wooden panel.

JPSP0942CB

CL JPSP0948

Can be customized to required sizes.
Recommended

10 W 8-10 nos
T5 fittingInclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

150 cm L
91 cm W
46 cm H
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FLOOR LIGHTS
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Freefall Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, copper and stone

Inspired by the Forest
This collection draws from the forest as it goes through various 

seasons. The textures change from soft and gentle to rugged and 
dramatic. These designs are sculptural and dramatic.

Table and hanging 
version also available

JPSP0614JPSP0613SW

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Recommended
LED 4-5 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Sizes

5 arms 8 arms

Order code

101 cm D
162 cm H

114 cm D
162 cm H
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Cocoon Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper with a metal base

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Sizes

JPSP0229SW

Recommended
LED 9-13 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

55 cm D
116 cm H
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Gingko Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, copper and stone

Can be customized upto 8 arms

Sizes

2 arms

JPSP0337SW

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Recommended
LED 4-5 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

56 cm D
142.5 cm H



48

Lamp Post Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper and wooden base

Natural fibre paper
(BP)

Sizes

JPSP0404BP

Recommended
LED 4-13 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

48.5 cm L
20.5 cm W
109.5 cm H



49

Banana Fibre or Lokta 
paper (BP/ LP)

Palmera Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper and bent veneered ply

Sizes

JPSP0338BP

Recommended
LED 9-13 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

40.5 cm D
137 cm H

JPSP0011LP



50

Helix Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, SS stem and wooden or stone base

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Option of wooden base * Hanging and table version 
also available

Sizes

JPSP0339

JPSP0113

JPSP0340

JPSP0007

CB - Stone Base

CL - Stone Base
CB - Wood Base

CL - Wood Base

JPSP0408

JPSP0006

JPSP0409

JPSP0224 Recommended
3ft 15-20W LED 

T5 fittingInclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

23 cm D
23 cm H
122 cm H

23 cm D
23 cm W

152.5 cm H



51

Giza Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques with 
a wooden base

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Sizes

JPSP0342CB

WN
CL JPSP0341

JPSP0410 Recommended
LED 9-13 W

2 nos Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

35.5 cm L
35.5 cm B
137 cm H

Woven
(WN)



52

Manhattan Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper and hand cut granite

Sizes

Stone variations subject to availability

Natural fibre 
paper (BP/ LP)

Black OchreGrey

JPSP0343JPSP0344JPSP0345BP
LP JPSP0010JPSP0346JPSP0217

Recommended
2-3ft 10-15W LED 

Warm whiteInclusive of LED Tubelight

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

20.5 cm D
20.5 cm W
73.5 cm H

23 cm D
23 cm W

101.5 cm H

25.5 cm D
25.5 cm W
127 cm H



53

High-rise Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, with a SS stem and 
wood/ stone base

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Option of stone base

Sizes

CB - Wood Base

CL - Wood Base JPSP0347
JPSP0110 JPSP0225

JPSP0348

Recommended
3-4ft 10-15W LED 

Warm whiteInclusive of LED Tubelight

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

19 cm D
122 cm H

19 cm D
152.5 cm H

JPSP0412
JPSP0008

JPSP0413
JPSP0009

CB - Stone Base
CL - Stone Base



54

Arch Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper with a metal and wooden base

Banana Fibre, 
Lokta (BP/ LP)

Sizes

JPSP0351BP
LP JPSP0350

Recommended
LED 9-11 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

114.5 cm L
114.5 cm B
183 cm H



55

Enya Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper 

JPSP1253SW

Sculpted Wire Banana 
fibre paper 

(SW)

Sizes

Each piece of light is unique and the shape may vary.
Recommended

LED 7 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

450 mm L
 450 mm W
186 mm H

Pendant version also 
available



56

Woven Drum Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials and techniques

Loom Woven
(WN)

Sizes

Heights can be customized

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

JPSP1255WN

Recommended
LED 7 W

Warm white
Not inclusive of LED

Order code

450 mm L 
450 mm W
180 mm H



57

Sea Urchin Floor Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, with a bent veneered ply base

Inspired by the Sea
This collection is inspired by the elements and creatures of the sea. 

From fluid forms to unique shapes, the sea is full of surprises. 

Table and hanging 
version also available

JPSP1254SW

Sculpted Wire
(SW)

Recommended
LED 9 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Sizes

Order code

450 mm L
450 mm W
186 mm H



58

TABLE LAMPS



59

Leafcurl Table Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, SS stem with a wooden or stone base

Sizes

Sculpted Crush
(SC)

Option of stone base

JPSP0414SC - Stone Base

SC - Wood Base JPSP0049

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

15.5 cm D
46 cm H



60

Coco Flower Freefall Table Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, copper with a stone base

Sculpted Crush
(SC)

Sizes

Stone Colour may vary as per availibility

JPSP0590SC

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the coconut flower
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

30.5 cm L
61 cm H



61

Shadow Play - Lotus Table lamp
Paper cut layers with natural fibre paper

Hanging version also
available

Sizes

Inspired by the Shadow Puppets

Banana fibre, 
Lokta Paper(BP/ LP)

JPSP0243BP - Wooden Base
BP - Stone Base JPSP0560

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the whimsy and art of traditional shadow puppetry native 
to South India and Indonesia, Shadow Play is a dance of light, shade 

and fine cutwork in our lokta and banana fibre paper.

Order code

30 cm D
53.5 cm H



62

Shadow Play - Parrot Table Lamp
Paper cut layers with natural fibre paper

Hanging version also
available

Sizes

Banana fibre, 
Lokta Paper(BP/ LP)

JPSP0415
JPSP0119BP- Wooden Base

BP- Stone Base

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Shadow Puppets
Inspired by the whimsy and art of traditional shadow puppetry 

native to South India and Indonesia, Shadow Play is a dance of light, 
shade and fine cutwork in our lokta and banana fibre paper.

Order code

25.5 cm L
14 cm B

 66 cm  H



63

Shadow Play - Elephant Table Lamp
Paper cut layers with natural fibre paper

Hanging version also 
available

Sizes

Banana fibre, 
Lokta Paper(BP/ LP)

JPSP0402
JPSP0244

BP - Stone Base
BP - Wooden Base

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the Shadow Puppets
Inspired by the whimsy and art of traditional shadow puppetry 

native to South India and Indonesia, Shadow Play is a dance of light, 
shade and fine cutwork in our lokta and banana fibre paper.

Order code

30 cm D
61 cm H



64

Tokyo Table Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper  on a stone base

Banana fibre or 
Lokta paper (BP/ LP)

Sizes

Stone Colour may vary as per availibility

JPSP0355
JPSP0060

LP
BP

Recommended
LED 4-11 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

28 cm L
28 cm B
 61 cm  H



65

Tower - Shibori Table Lamp

Various colours and patterns are available in the shibori collection

Sizes

Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, dyed using the japanese technique of 
Shibori

Shibori
(SB)

JPSP0597SB JPSP0598 JPSP0599
JPSP0594 JPSP0595
JPSP0591 JPSP0592 JPSP0593

JPSP0596
Blue

Orange
Magenta

Star Diamond Linear

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Dori explores the nuances of textile techniques in paper. Inspired by 
the Japanese philosophy of ‘mottainai’ (no waste) and art of ‘shibori’ 

(tie and dye), the shades are either woven from leftover paper scraps 
on a handloom or clamp and tie-dyed to create patterns.

Order code

23 cm D
66 cm H

Stone base - Star Orange - JPSP0985



66

Tower Table Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, with a wooden or stone base

Sizes

Woven
(WN)

Option of stone 
base

JPSP0362WN - Stone Base

WN- Wood Base JPSP0602

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

25.5 cm D
52 cm H



67

Helix Table Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, with a wooden base

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Sizes

Hanging and floor 
version also available

CB

CL JPSP0364

JPSP0365

Recommended
8W 1ft LED tube

Warm whiteInclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

14 cm L
14 cm B

 61 cm  H



68

Un-block Table Lamp
Handcrafted with banana bark or paper with teakwood frame

Woven
(WN/ WC)

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Sizes

JPSP0054

CB
CL
WN/ WC

JPSP0370
JPSP0433

JPSP0371BB

Banana Bark
(BB)

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

30.5 cm L
11.5 cm B

35.5 cm  H



69

Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, with a bent veneered ply base
Flame Of The Forest Table Lamp

Sculpted Wire 
Banana fibre paper 

(SW)
Sizes

JPSP0048SW- Concave
JPSP0707SW- Convex

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.

Order code

61 cm L
30.5 cm B
46 cm H

Convex base Concave base



70

Sea Urchin Table Lamp

Scluplted Wire 
Banana fibre paper 

(SW)Sizes

Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, with a bent veneered ply base

JPSP0435SW- Concave
JPSP0701SW- Convex

Inspired by the Sea

This collection is inspired by the elements and creatures of the sea. 
From fluid forms to unique shapes, the sea is full of surprises. Recommended

LED 4-7 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

41 cm L
41 cm B
46 cm H

Convex Concave



71

Oslo Table Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper, with a bent veneered ply base

Banana fibre paper
(BP)

Sizes

JPSP0376BP

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

41 cm L
41 cm B
41 cm H



72

Story Time Table Lamp
Handcrafted with imported flex lined with lokta paper on the 
rotating base

Sizes

Fairy Mary Grumpus Old Grood

Inspired by the Storytelling JPSP0117
JPSP0378

Fairy Mary
Grumpus Old Grood

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

14 cm L
14 cm B
32 cm H

Fairy tales and an endearing little tale of the Grumpus Old Grood 
rendered onto a printed PVC sheet, for a table lamp handcrafted from 
lokta fibre paper with a pine wood base, ideal for little ones’ bedsides.



73

Inspired by Japanese symbol of enlightenment & elegance

Enso Table Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper and bent wooden base

Sculpted 
(SC)

JPSP0297SC

Sizes

Recommended
LED 5 W

Milky whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

15.5 cm D
30.5 cm H

Inspired by nature, this table lamp handcrafted from crushed banana 
fibre paper and mounted on a bent ply stand with a teak veneer, is 

best suited for living and hospitality spaces.



74

Vineyard Bloom Table Lamp
Sculpted banana fiber with bent plywood teak finish.

CB JPSP1013

Sizes

5W LED module
12V 1.5-2.5W driver

Nos based on design
Inclusive of LED

Inspired by Nature
Inspired by wild flowers this handmade paper light finds a

 new expression in the colour of the year “vineyard”. Order code

 Banana 
Fibre Paper (CB)

350 mm L
350 mm W
250 mm H



75

WALL LAMPS



76

Lily Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, copper and wood

Sculpted Crush
(SC)

Sizes

JPSP0380 JPSP0131SC

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Milky whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the 

sea and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where 
we sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into 

organic shapes.

Order code

15.5 cm L
25.5 cm W
20.5 cm H

38 cm L
48.5  cm W
20.5 cm H

1 arm 2 arms



77

Brick Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre 
paper

Sizes

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Woven
(WN)

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 

This collection is inspired by architectural elements of the  urban 
landscape. The designs are minimalist and contemporary.

Shibori
(SB)

Various colours and patterns are available in the shibori collection

JPSP0118
JPSP0384
JPSP0066

CB
CL
WN

JPSP0607SB JPSP0608 JPSP0609 JPSP0610

Recommended
LED 4-11 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

Blue Green Orange Magenta

18 cm L
13 cm W

25.5 cm H



78

Tube Wall Lamp

Banana bark
(BB)

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Loom woven
(WN)

Handcrafted with various natural materials

Sizes

JPSP0387 JPSP0088 JPSP0099 JPSP0147

JPSP0086 JPSP0090 JPSP0098 JPSP0087
JPSP0239 JPSP0240 JPSP0142 JPSP0444

CB

CL

BB
WN

JPSP0385 JPSP0386 JPSP0442 JPSP0443

Recommended
LED 7-19 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

132 cm L
15.5 cm W
15.5 cm H

67 cm L
15.5 cm W
15.5 cm H

132 cm L
15.5 cm W
15.5 cm H

67 cm L
15.5 cm W
15.5 cm H



79

Tower Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with various natural materials

Banana bark
(BB)

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Loom woven
(WN)

Sizes

JPSP0081

JPSP0207

CB

WN

CL
BB

JPSP0388

JPSP0084
SB JPSP0083 Recommended

LED 4-16 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

15 .5 cm L
15.5 cm W
30.5 cm H

Shibori
(SB)



80

Pinnacle
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Textured with stripes
(SH)

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Loom woven
(WN)

Sizes

JPSP0114

JPSP0115

CB

WN

CL

SH

JPSP0389

JPSP0127
Recommended

LED 4-11 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

35.5 cm L
23 cm W
46 cm H



81

Skyline
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Banana bark
(BB)

Textured with stripes
(SV/ SH)

Loom woven
(WN)

Sizes

JPSP0391 JPSP0392

JPSP0395
JPSP0394

JPSP0396
JPSP0078

SV
SH
BB
WN

JPSP0393 JPSP0077

JPSP0195 JPSP0075CL
Recommended

LED 4-11 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

15.5 cm L
15.5 cm W
30 cm H

15.5 cm L
15.5 cm W
53.5 cm H



82

Berlin Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with banana fibre paper, on a hand-cut granite 
base

Sizes

Stone finish
(ST)

JPSP0128STInspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

15.5 cm L
15.5 cm W
15.5 cm H

Stone finish
(ST)



83

Ripcurl Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Sizes

Banana bark
(BB)

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Loom woven
(WN)

Inspired by the natural forms
Leaves of a deciduous forest, waves that break the surface of the sea 
and ephemeral natural forms find expression in Elements, where we 
sculpt, fold, layer, crease and crush our handmade paper into organic 

shapes.
Various colours and patterns are available in the shibori collection

JPSP0145

JPSP0072

CB

WN
CH

CL
BB

JPSP0235

JPSP0221
JPSP0437 Recommended

LED 4-7 W
Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Order code

30.5 cm L
23 cm W
71 cm H

Checks
(CH)



84

Cyprus Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Crushed
(CB/ CL)

Sizes

JPSP0234
JPSP0397
JPSP0611

CB
CL
SH

Stripes
(SV/ SH)

Recommended
LED 4-11 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

14.5 cm L
15.5 cm W
30.5 cm H



85

Athens Wall Lamp
Handcrafted with natural fibre paper

Stripes
(SV/ SH)

Crushed
(CL)

Sizes

SH
CL JPSP0231

JPSP0062

Recommended
LED 4-7 W

Warm whiteNot inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 
This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 

building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 
designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

13 cm L
15.5 cm W
30.5 cm H



86

Wall Mushroom
Handcrafted with various natural materials

Crushed paper
(CB/ CL)

Sizes

JPSP0465CB

LED Strip 24” - 25” 
Inclusive of LED

Inspired by Urban Cityscape 

This collection is inspired by the the urban landscape - skylines, 
building blocks, geometric shapes and architectural elements. The 

designs are minimalist in nature and easy to use in spaces.

Order code

61 cm D 63.5cm D

JPSP1112
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SITE SPECIFIC INSTALLATIONS
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Bird Installation



89

Waves Free fall

Out-of-the-box Installation Passion flowers
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Dandelion Installation Horizon
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Care Instructions

We manufacture our own paper from natural fibres. The process we use to make our lights 
make them stronger and translucent. With proper care, the paper lights could last for as 
long as 10 or more years. Here are a few tips on how to look after them.

• Frequently dust with a feather duster or vacuum clean on blow mode.
• Avoid exposure to moisture and rain.
• Use the recommended type and wattage of bulb to avoid burn marks on the paper.
• In humid climatic conditions, use the lamp on a regular basis, so the paper remains dry.
• Paper is made from natural fibres, so discolouration is a natural aging process (like old 
        books). Proper maintenance could slow the process down. 
• Handle with care when installing and dusting. Keep away from children and pets.
• We recommend paper lights for indoor use only.

APRIL 2021
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THANK YOU


